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Monte Carlo methods have been used as reference reactor physics calculation tools worldwide. The advance in
computer technology allows the calculation of detailed flux distributions in both space and energy. In most of the
cases however, those calculations are done under the assumption of homogeneous material density and temperature
distributions. The aim of this work is to develop a consistent methodology for providing realistic three-dimensional
thermal-hydraulic distributions by coupling the in-house developed sub-channel code SUBCHANFLOW with the
standard Monte-Carlo transport code MCNP. In addition to the innovative technique of on-the fly material definition,
a flux-based weight-window technique has been introduced to improve both the magnitude and the distribution of the
relative errors. Finally, a coupled code system for the simulation of steady-state reactor physics problems has been
developed. Besides the problem of effective feedback data interchange between the codes, the treatment of
temperature dependence of the continuous energy nuclear data has been investigated.
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I. Introduction
MCNP [1] is a well-known code for performing criticality
and fixed source neutronics calculations. These calculations
are usually done using homogeneous distributions of the
thermal-hydraulic boundary conditions. This assumption is a
rather crude approximation. Both, the eigenvalues and flux
distributions, computed in this manner, are only approximate
and can be much different from the actual steady state
conditions in the reactor core, especially at reactor operating
conditions. MCNP has not been designed for performing
coupled
thermal-hydraulics
calculations.
Defining
distributions in MCNP using only the default features of the
code is very inconvenient. This reduces to explicitly defining
material cells, where the distribution values are supplied. In
practical terms this means defining a huge number of cells.
This is necessary even for simple (at first glance) problems,
such as single fuel assembly model. In order to overcome
this difficulty, a more generic approach of coupling via
common modules and supplying the feedback data on the fly
is proposed.
Proper introduction of the thermal hydraulic feedback is only
one side of the problem. Another major issue is the
non-uniform distribution of the relative errors. Calculating
large loosely coupled criticality problems typically results in
very large variances, difficult to resolve with simple increase
of the neutrons histories. Such a strategy is highly inefficient
due to the non-uniform distribution of the relative errors.
Using it, one obtains significant effect on the relative errors
in regions with high flux values, while only small gain is
obtained in the regions with small flux estimates. Increasing

the number of the neutron histories results also in an
unacceptable increase of computing time. In this paper, the
technique of defining weight windows, based on the flux
estimate, is applied 4. Using this technique it has been
possible to produce both uniform distribution of the relative
errors and their reduction in magnitude.

II. Coupling between MCNP and SUBCHANFLOW
MCNP uses multi-level geometry notion, meaning that the
neutrons have set of coordinates, defined at each level of the
problem geometry. The multi-level notion of the MCNP
geometry is connected to the universe and repeated structure
concepts, allowing the insertion of separate geometry units
in other units or lattices. For instance the positioning of the
individual pins within the core can be described by using the
following geometry structure:
PIN_CELL <
<PIN_LATTICE[ipin,jpin,kpin]<
<ASSEMBLY_LATTICE[iassembly,jassembly,kassembly]

In MCNP neutrons are tracked, and at every instant of their
path each one of them has a specific set of lattice indices
attached. These lattice indices are used for the definition of a
bijective mapping between the neutronic and the
thermal-hydraulic domains. Using this mapping and
knowing the neutron coordinates, continuous supply of
thermal-hydraulic feedback parameters is done, while the
neutron is moving throughout the space. According to this
method only the geometry dimensions should be properly
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defined. The initial material specification is arbitrary, since it
is continuously updated during the criticality calculation. A
graphical illustration of the coupling strategy is shown in
Figure 1:

Figure 1: Continuous supply of feedback data and the effective
geometry seen by the neutron as it moves.

In practical terms the implementation of the method relies on
the fact that MCNP recalculates the values of the
macroscopic nuclear cross sections according to the position
and the energy of the neutron. If the standard version of
MCNP is to be used, the code will retrieve the material
distribution defined in the input. Using the current method,
however, the coupled scheme intervenes before the values of
the relevant macroscopic cross sections are calculated and
supplies the proper nuclear data in accordance to the thermal
hydraulic feedback. If the cell is filled with moderator, the
proper density values have to be supplied. In this manner
one introduces a thermal hydraulic distribution independent
on the initial input. To account for the temperature
dependence of the nuclear data the pseudo material mixing
(PM) has been used 3. Although simple for the single
differential data, dealing with the double differential cross
section is more involved. In this case one has to assign also
the proper thermal scattering data tables. Since it is not
possible to use two different thermal scattering evaluations
for the same isotope within single material, the PM has to be
modified. This is done by introducing artificial isotopes of
hydrogen corresponding to the different temperature
evaluations. Using this strategy, the pseudo material mixing
reduces to Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Illustration of the pseudo material thermal
scattering mixing for 573.6 K
Therefore, a special subroutine capable of selecting the
proper thermal scattering data has been included.
MCNP must be run in parallel for all serious problems larger
than few pins. Therefore, when introducing feedback one
should make sure that all of the slave processes receive
proper feedback information. MCNP calls the MPI routines
via FORTRAN-C binding DOTCOMM. The same
formalism has been kept for the extensions regarding the

intermodal communication. SUBCHANFLOW has been
included in the MCNP source as a separate subroutine. In the
coupled scheme the thermal-hydraulic calculations are run
on the master node, and once they have converged the results
are transferred to all of the slave processes. From this point
further the criticality calculation is initiated. To speed up the
calculation, the necessary information for building the
temperature dependent macroscopic cross sections is stored
into arrays on the master node. Therefore, during the actual
neutronic calculation, ready to use information is retrieved
and the nuclear data selection process is avoided. All the
necessary nuclear data has to be loaded into the memory,
before the selection subroutine starts. This is done by using
dummy material. For the thermal-hydraulic analysis the
SUBCHANFLOW code, which is under development at the
KIT has been used. It is a 3-equation based sub channel code,
used to solve energy, mass and momentum conservation
equations for vertical flow conditions.

III. Testing the code modifications
Since we are introducing a method, which is expected to be
completely equivalent to the standard MCNP input, verifying
the coding is rather straightforward. The first test case has
been a 3x3 pins BWR problem with 60 axial nodes. The
second case has been a 17x17 pins PWR assembly problem.
Finally, in order to verify the embedded surface case, the 3x3
BWR problem has been embedded into a larger 2x2 lattice.
In all the cases a thermal hydraulic distribution has been
simulated with the internal coupling and compared to the
standard MCNP input. In both the cases both the fission heat
deposition and the eigenvalues were absolutely identical.

IV. Coupled calculations with the newly developed
code system
Each coupled calculation begins with a SUBCHANFLOW
run, assuming a cosine axial power profile and a flat radial
pin power distribution. Following the previous work
performed at KIT [3], the variation of the node averaged fuel
temperature has been used for monitoring the convergence.
The following criterion (1) has been imposed on the fuel
temperature, and has been used as an estimate for the
convergence.

Tij 

Tijlast  Tijprev
Tijlast



(1)

Here, the indices “i” is the pin number and “j” is the axial
cell number. The indices run over all pin cells in the problem.
It should be taken into account that the tallies used to sample
the power profile distribution have statistical uncertainties
affecting the fuel temperature.

V. Accelerating the coupled calculation
Running
simple
consecutive
iterations
of
the
thermal-hydraulics and neutronics codes will not produce a
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steeady converggence behavioor. To accelerate the couupled
caalculation a stoochastic approoximation sch
heme has beenn used.
Co
omplete mathhematical derrivation of th
he scheme caan be
found in referennces 6,5.
Th
he steady statte power distrribution is a fixed point oof the
following nonlinnear problem..
  G (T ( ), H ( )) .
(2)
Η((φ) and T(φ) are the densitty and temperature distribut
utions.
Th
he value of G T φ , Η φ is estimated by the M
Monte
Caarlo code w
with superimpposed statisttic noise ε. The
Monte-Carlo
M
esstimate of the left hand sid
de of (2) is deefined
as (3)

Y ( )  G (T ( ), H ( ))  

final solution with
w weight 1/n.
1
iteraations are refleected in the fi
Therrefore, any desired
d
convvergence parameter can be
achieeved, if enoug
gh number of iterations are run. This is still
s
possible even witth low numbeer of historiees. Nevertheleess,
the number
n
of histories and thhe number off inactive cyccles
shou
uld be chosen
n adequate, tto ensure thee fission souurce
conv
vergence. Morreover, the eff
ffect of increaasing the numbber
of hiistories in thee old scheme is achieved by
b running moore
iteraations in the neew scheme.
In Figure 2 the
t
scheme of the
MCN
NP5/SUBCHA
ANFLOW is sshown.

coupled
c

systtem

(3)

Th
he problem ass given by (2) can be in prin
nciple solved bby an
iteerative schem
me, consecutivvely updating
g Η(φ) and T(φ).
Ho
owever, this is a very ineefficient method. Moreoverr, the
co
onvergence w
will be limitted by the magnitude oof ε.
Th
herefore, in order to achievve convergence one must run a
larrge number off iterations, appplying huge number of paarticle
hisstories. Based on this, it
i is recomm
mended to usse an
accceleration schheme. In the past
p relaxation
n scheme, actinng on
thee thermal-hyddraulic parameeters only, has been used 33. The
old
d relaxation sscheme is desscribed by the equation seet (4),
wh
here “i” is thee iteration stepp number.
Figure 2: Co
ouple MCNP5//SUNCHANFL
LOW system
weightedd
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Th
his scheme acccelerates the convergence. Unfortunatelly the
vaalue of the connvergence paarameter is stilll correlated tto the
staatistical noisee. The natural method of accelerationn for
problem (2) is to use a stocchastic approx
ximation technnique
5,6
6. The theorem of Robbbins and Monro
M
is thee key
ing
gredient needd to justify thhe new relaxaation scheme.. The
formulation of tthe theorem as
a well as the proof
p
can be ffound
in 7. The basicc idea is, that by observing
g random variiables
Y((φn) having uunknown distrribution, roots of the unknnown
un
nderlying distrribution can be
b found. In the particularr case
thiis descriptionn fits preciselyy the estimatee of (3). Appplying
thee Robins - Moonro theorem the following
g expression foor the
flu
ux after runninng (n) iterationns has been deerived

 ( n 1) 

1 n
 Y (i )
n i 1

(5)

Fo
ormula (5) givves the expliccit formulation
n of the relaxxation
scheme. The fflux (power profile) in the next couupled
iteeration is obtaained to be thee mean value of all the preevious
iteerations. Sincce the tally estimates
e
from
m all the runns are
ad
dded togetherr, simple errror propagaation with ppartial
deerivatives on ((5) shows a decreasing erro
or when increeasing
thee number off iterations. Moreover, itt follows thaat all

VI. Variance reduction withh flux based
d Weight
Win
ndows
Perfo
forming coup
pled iterationns requires tallying
t
of the
neutrron fission raate in geomettries containin
ng thousands of
cellss. Achieving proper
p
statisticcal uncertaintties is necessaary,
if on
ne desires to reduce
r
the num
umber of iterations needed for
conv
vergence. Ach
hieving this ggoal is not a trivial task. The
T
main
n problem is the
t non-uniforrm distributio
on of the relattive
errorrs. Therefore, brute-force increase of the number of
histo
ories would be
b very ineff
fficient. The utilization off a
variaance reduction scheme is a more adeq
quate alternattive
meth
hod.
Assu
ume that the problem is suubdivided intto cells and one
o
woulld like to obttain as small as possible relative errorr in
each
h cell. In the paarticular case,, these are thee lattice unit ceells.
Moreover, the relative erro
rors should have unifoorm
distrribution. This can be achieeved if one can
c ensure eqqual
partiicle populatio
on in each ccell. Using Weight
W
Windoows
(WW
W), MCNP caan be forcedd to split the particles whhen
enterring low popu
ulated cells. Suuppose the miiddle of the WW
W
in eaach cell is sett proportionall to the flux estimate
e
in it. In
regio
ons with low flux levels, W
WW with low
w upper bounnds
and exactly the opposite forr highly popu
ulated cells are
obtaiined. Therefo
ore, the particcle population
n is increasedd in
the due
d cells with
hout biasing tthe total score. This idea has
h
been
n proposed in
n 4. There, thhe lower boun
nds of the WW
W
havee been set acco
ording to the ffollowing form
mula
.
1 /2
(66)
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Close observation of (6) shows that the reference cell is the
one having the largest flux estimate. In all other cells the
particles are split in order to obtain the same population as
that in the reference cell. In those regions where the flux
score is low, almost all particles entering the cell have
weights higher than the upper bound of the WW. Therefore,
they would be divided into number of daughter particles
with weights modified to fit into the WW. The parameter β
is the ratio of the upper and lower bounds of the WW. The
default value of MCNP, β=5, has been used. In practice the
method involves generating a WW file (WWINP) with a
MCNP flux tally. The WW mesh should be set to precisely
overlap the mesh tally. The WW file is updated with each

coupled iteration. To illustrate the results of this technique
consider the following plots showing the distribution of the
relative errors Figure 3,Figure 4. It is evident that applying
large number of neutron histories has not solved the problem
of large relative errors and their non-uniform distribution.
Using flux based WW mesh however has produced a very
uniform relative error distribution, having similar in
magnitude values in comparison to the analog calculation. It
should be noted that UOX and MOX assemblies with
different enrichments are present in the problem, which
explains the slightly different values. For performing these
comparison tests, thermal hydraulic boundary conditions
from the first coupled iteration have been used.

Figure 3: Plot of the relative error distribution for the first axial level. The values shown in the left plot are obtained with 220k
histories per cycle and no WW. The values in the right plot are generated with WW and 100k histories per criticality cycle.

Figure 4: Plot of the relative errors distribution for the mid plane. The same problem as in Figure 2
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V. Applying the coupled scheme to a PWR mini-core
Having described the coupled scheme and the convergence
acceleration strategies, it is possible to proceed further
describing the computational problem. A PWR 9x9 fuel
assembly problem has been selected. This large problem was
chosen with the purpose of demonstrating the capabilities of
the coupled scheme. Due to this reason, it was chosen to run
a pin-by-pin calculation. The geometry and the material
definitions have been derived from the PWR UOX-MOX
benchmark 8). Variation in comparison to the benchmark
has been introduced by using only one type of pins. Two
types of fuel assemblies have been used, MOX with 2.5 wt%
Pu and fresh UOX with 3.8 wt% U235. Coolant containing
1500 ppm Boron has been used. The fuel assembly map is
shown below.
MOX
UOX
UOX

UOX
UOX
MOX

MOX
UOX
UOX

This enrichment pattern has been selected to introduce
more pronounced differences in the assembly power
distribution.
The
thermal-hydraulic
boundary
conditions have been identical to those described in the
benchmark. The total of 104040 individual cells has
been defined. The fission rate has been tallied in 52020
volumes. Each assembly has been divided into 20 axial
nodes. The power profile has been tallied with a mesh
tally. This input would have been impossible to define
and compute with the standard capabilities of MCNP.
The resulting input for the neutronics would have
consisted of over a million input lines. Using the
method of internal coupling between the
thermal-hydraulic and neutronic codes, it has been
possible to define a very simple input and run the
problem without any obstacles. The coupled

Figure 5: Fission rate distribution for two vertical cuts.

calculation has been run on 80 processors and each
MCNP run took approximately 35 mins. In spite of the
complicated geometry, uniform convergence behavior
has been observed. It has been possible to achieve
convergence ε=0.114%. The convergence parameter
has been observed to fall below 0.5% after running 7
coupled iterations. The coupled calculation has been
run 25 iterations and therefore, it was possible to reach
values of the convergence parameter significantly
lower than 1%. This has been done only to test the
stability. Variations of 0.5% are on the order of 1.5 K in
absolute value. The criticality eigenvalue has shown
large inertia towards the change in the
thermal-hydraulics conditions. Converged in terms of
the criticality eigenvalue have been considered those
runs with criticality eigenvalue not oscillating outside
of the band defined by the eigenvalue statistical
uncertainty. The eigenvalue convergence was reached
after running 3 coupled iterations. The first results from
the coupled calculation to be shown are two
dimensional plots of the fission rate form the first and
core mid planes. Note the very low estimate in the first
node compared to the values from the core middle
corresponding to cosine- like distribution Figure 5Note
also the differences in the assembly powers,
corresponding to the different enrichments.
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In addition to the radial fission rate distribution, axial
disstribution is sshown in the following Figgure 6. The inndices
sh
howing the pinn location havve the followiing meaning. Each
assembly is reppresented by a two-dimenssional matrix with
dim
mension offseets |INDEX|≤117 and the fueel assembly m
map is
rep
presented by a matrix havinng dimension offset |INDEX
X|≤1.
Th
he reader might right aw
way see the effect
e
of the WW
tecchnique used to reduce thee variance. Th
he power proffile is
sm
mooth and has no unphysicaal tilts.

Figure 6: Axial distribution of the fission po
ower depositioon for
sellected pins.
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VII. Conclusioons and outllook
Ussing the internnal coupling scheme has maade a large couupled
caalculation betw
ween MCNP and
a the therm
mal-hydraulics code
SU
UBCHANFLO
OW tractablee. The conveergence has been
staabilized usingg a stochasticc approximation technique.. The
eff
fficiency of thhe power proffile estimate has
h been imprroved
by
y applying a fl
flux based Weeight Window
w scheme. All those
inn
novations havve resulted in a consistent calculation, cap
apable
off achieving the desired convergence. Currentlyy the
caalculations schheme is underr testing on a quarter core PWR
mo
odel.
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